
 

 

 

Cupboard to Creativity 2020 

June Update. 

Hi Everyone, 

I am rather excited this month to hear that Qld borders will open on 12 July (sadly not for 
those from Victoria until the spike in Covid19 cases is controlled).  

The new stage of restrictions which allows more people in to small businesses also means we 
are good to go for all our groups now. I must say the new spacing for 8 in our quilt rooms has 
worked really well for us for the past 5-6weeks. 

I have been focussing on getting an e-learning platform      
happening on my website in the past few weeks which means a 
whole new learning experience for me with video making and       
editing etc………. I have a lot to do before I can upload to the 
website and there has been many challenges and road blocks 
along the way.  I will let you know when content starts       
happening. 

 

 Quilts for Comfort:  

In the past month I have slowed down a little on the Quilts for Comfort as we have quite a 
collection ready to distribute, and my focus has been on other things:) 

THANK YOU to all those still making quilts for gifting—there has been a number of people 
helping with some of the quilting this month, and I appreciate this help immensely. 

 

June monthly border challenge — “Zig Zag or Changing Direction” 

This month I didn’t start thinking about what border I would 
do until I came to a roadblock with the video work I was    
doing……….  I took time out from that and of course did some 
quilting to refocus, be creative, & feel like I was achieving 
something……… 

After sewing the Zig Zag border I went back to the video 
work & sorted the problem:) 

Here is my multi coloured border on the clowns quilt — the 
centre is a donated fabric piece and I will be adding a plain 
border then more pieced borders to this and it will be a Quilt 
for Comfort. 

Have fun with the July theme.  

Jan P 


